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INTRODUCTION

The Workspace Group has become a familiar

sight across London in recent years. Its portfolio

of modern company-tenanted buildings in

premium locations for businesses have attracted

occupants of all sizes, from large household

names to savvy startups. Many locations also

have smart co-working Club Workspace areas for

freelancers and people from small companies to

network and collaborate.

All this activity obviously means a lot of footfall

through these businesses every day — and a

forward-thinking company such as Workspace

wanted to find a modern visitor management

solution that its tenants would benefit from. With

centre managers constantly engaging with people

to help maximise their usage of the property’s

facilities, a static “smiling person at a desk”

wouldn’t have suited the environment or the

needs of the businesses – which is where Vgreet

digital visitor management system came in.

“Vgreet has been everyone’s best friend,

helping our customers get to know each

other. It’s an amazing tool which helps

visitors find anyone within the building

when I’m not on duty. Its design

complements that space perfectly. It

looks so engaging and professional”

— Lucia Aneglovicova, Centre Manager, Pill Box

https://www.vpodsolutions.com/


To streamline these everyday tasks, each Workspace Vgreet hosts the building’s tenant directory, provides wayfinding

and allows any visitor to search and contact the person they need via a simple intercom-style call. It also allows the unit

to buzz them in remotely. 

Perhaps best of all is the content system has been designed to be modular, meaning Workspace can highlight the

character of each building’s location and showcase its tenants, all from the same easy-to-navigate interface, and as its

tenants and facilities change, a simple update can be sent remotely to the unit without the need for an on-site engineer.

Hatton Garden’s Centre Manager, Stuart Lancaster, says, “The Record Hall is one of the newest Workspace properties

and has changed a famous modernist building into a fantastic business centre for every kind of business – and Vgreet is

at the very centre of it.”
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